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2020  Presentation:

- Lou Britton, Alexandria Bay

- Ross Russell, Fishers Landing

- Hiram Wiswell, Clayton

- Norm Jones, Watertown

- DoVille family, Sodus Bay

- Coming Events / Shows



Carvers and topics covered in the spring 

presentations depend on a variety of factors:

- suggestions from others

- availability of new information

- example decoys and other carvings 

Want to emphasize, we need help with 

uncovering more information – tips, leads, 

photographs, introductions to family 

members, phone numbers.



I would like to encourage people to speak-up 

during the meeting:

• If you have any questions or need 

clarification.

• If you have more information, insights, 

stories to add; corrections to make.

• Changes to the presentation can be made 

before it is downloaded to the website.

• New information can be included as an 

addenda or update in a future presentation.



Lucius Loren [Lou] Britton
Alexandria Bay, NY

(1892-1990)

- businessman

- craftsman, mechanic

- carved one rig of decoys; 

documented in Decoys of the 

Thousand Islands, pages 194-195



My interest in Lou Britton decoys was awakened by this 

hen whistler which appeared at a Lang Discovery Auction 

held 6/22/19 at Blanchard’s Auctions in Potsdam, NY.



• It was the exact decoy 

shown  on the top right 

corner of page 195, Decoys 

of the Thousand Islands.

• The decoy shows a lot of similarities to Chauncey 

Wheeler and Gus Rogers decoys, which was 

expected based on published descriptions of 

Lou’s decoy carving.  Nice old original paint.

• However, the bottom of the decoy was 

unexpected. It had been repainted and lacked 

Lou’s initials and rig number.



• Bottom repainted; initials ‘CHC’, and the Roman Numeral V or 

letter V present. Plugs present from Gus Rogers holding device.

• Resulted in my interest in further research on Lou Britton.



• Lou Britton was born March 4, 1892 in Alexandria Bay to 

Samuel and Fannie Britton.  Life-long area resident except 

for 1901-1906 when lived on Howe Island.

• Businessman, operating several garages and a boat works, 

but best known for L.L. Britton Hardware Store which he 

owned from 1927-1958.

• Married Emma Dickson 10/24/17; they had one daughter, 

Barbara.  She married Richard (Dick) Bretsch 11/24/56.

• Lou’s life was reviewed in a series of newspaper articles:

- Thousand Islands Sun 3/4/82

- Watertown Daily Times 5/26/83

- Thousand Islands Sun 2/25/87

- Watertown Daily Times 8/13/90

- Thousand Islands Sun 6/17/92  (remembrances)

• Lou Britton died Oct. 2, 1990 at EJ Noble Hospital (age 98).



Lou Britton loved the River, and 

enjoyed hunting and fishing.

Photo from Decoys of the Thousand Islands, p 194;

Lou with his first putt-putt, “Stub”, c. 1907

He was president of the local 

rod & gun club in 1920.



Lou Britton (standing) in his boat “Stub” 

with friends, c. 1913.



• Lou standing alongside the 

grave of John B. Lyman, 

taken 10/31/18 in France. 

John was the only Alexandria 

Bay native killed in WWI, 

and the local American 

Legion Post (Post 904) was 

named in his honor

• Lou was injured by phosgene 

gas in July 1918 (newspaper 

stated July 1919).

• He returned to Alexandria 

Bay 6/24/19 after 13 months.



• Lou with the Polywog at the 

start of restoration, c. 1981.

• 14 foot yawl or putt-putt 

built by Fitz Hunt around 

1900, with a 1-cylinder 

Tassey engine.

• Polywog was dredged from 

the mud in Alexandria Bay 

harbor in 1981.



Polywog in restored 

condition, c. 1990.



Lou was a craftsman working on boats, houses, and 

furniture throughout his life:

• restored the Polywog

• helped build a skiff for duck hunting c. 1913, and the 

family cruiser Dix-Lou

• rebuilt the bungalow he purchased on Bethune Street, 

c. 1918, into the 2-story house he lived in for 72 years

• refurnished furniture after his retirement from the 

hardware store

• Presents the picture of a man of many talents.  Given 

Lou’s abilities and interests, it is not surprising that he 

also carved a rig of decoys.



Information from Decoys of the Thousand Islands, plus 

additional recent conversations with Larry Lunman:

• Lou asked Chauncey Wheeler to help him make decoys 

during winter 1922-23.

• Using Wheeler’s patterns he made exactly 25 whistler 

and broadbill decoys.

• The decoys were painted in 1923 by Gus Rogers.

• The decoys originally lacked eyes, and all had the initials 

‘L.L.B.’ plus a rigging number.

• Lou recalled Wheeler encouraging him to concentrate on 

his carving, and better refine his head shapes.

• Later Lou made two American merganser decoys.

• Lou no longer had any of his decoys when interviewed 

by Larry in the 1980s.



Examples of Lou Britton decoys:



Lou Britton hen whistler sold at 

Blanchard’s 6/22/19 Auction in 

Potsdam, NY, and the exact decoy 

shown on the top right corner of page 

195, Decoys of the Thousand Islands.

• head is quite “Wheeler-like”

• bottom has been repainted



• exact decoy shown  on the top left 

corner of page 195, Decoys of the 

Thousand Islands

• sold on Guyette’s online auctions 

12/19/13

• sold again on ebay 2/12/17

• nice old original paint

• head carving less “Wheeler-like”

Lou Britton hen broadbill

bottom view in the 

next slide



• bottom repainted with a darker gray paint

• initials ‘CHC’ and the Roman Numeral II or number 11 present

• Gus Rogers holding device plugs present (indicated by arrows)

• # 408 thought to be a newer addition, likely from a collector



Lou Britton hen broadbill

• sold at Blanchard 6/24/06 Auction

• sold again Guyette 4/26/12 Auction

• nice old original paint

head carving more “Wheeler-like” than the previous hen broadbill, 

bottom view in the next slide



• bottom repainted with a darker gray paint

• remains of ‘CHC’ initials (bottom) and a cleaned space at the 

top possibly for a roman numeral, letter, or number.

• Gus Rogers holding device plugs present



Lou Britton decoy: repainted as 

a drake goldeneye, with eyes 

added

• “Wheeler-like” head carving, similar to the previous hen broadbill

• combing evident on the back under the repaint, so likely was 

originally a drake broadbill

• bottom view in the next slide 



Repainted Lou Britton decoy; removing some of the repaint on the 

bottom revealed Lou’s original initials and the rigging number 



“Wheeler-like” head 

carving

removing overpaint 

revealed Lou Britton’s 

initials and rigging 

number

repainted Lou Britton decoy



• whistler repainted in the Alex Bay style by Leo McIntosh, 

pictured on page 194, Decoys of the Thousand Islands

• head carving less “Wheeler-like”; more similar to the first hen 

broadbill shown

Lou Britton decoy



Additional St. Lawrence River decoys with 

similarities to Lou Britton decoys, but where the 

maker is at least somewhat questionable.



Sold on ebay 7/14/16.

Listed as a hollow 

Lou Britton decoy in 

mostly original paint.

Does not appear to be 

either hollow or OP.

Head and body 

carving similar to 

other Lou Britton 

decoys, but 

questionable if the 

holes in the bottom 

are from the Gus 

Rogers holding 

device.



Repainted decoy with eyes present, 

which may be later additions.

• Decoy size, and the head and body carving very similar to the 

Lou Britton hen goldeneye first shown.

• Obvious three-piece laminated body.

• Bottom view shown in the next slide.



• Removal of the bottom board confirms that the decoy was hollowed.

• Bare wood on the bottom of the second bottom piece suggests that 

the hollowing was original to the decoy.

• Lou Britton never mentioned that he hollowed any of his decoys, and 

the “confirmed” examples by him have one-piece solid bodies.



Pair sold at Guyette’s 11/11-12/15 auction, lot 

301. Listed as “blind eye” bluebills by Chauncey 

Wheeler with “arrow head” style tails.  Hen is 

mostly repainted.

Carving style very similar to some of Lou Britton’s decoys, except these both 

have 2-piece bodies and it is unknown if Lou made decoys with 2-piece bodies.



Pair sold at Guyette’s 4/24-25/03 auction, lot 321.

Similarities of some Lou Britton decoys, except 

for the trimmed bottom edges of the bodies.

Listed as by C. 

Wheeler with a 

second coat by 

Wheeler.  Also 

noted that the 

bottom edges were 

trimmed before 

being painted or 

repainted.



Conclusions:

• Examples of Lou Britton decoys in original paint that I 

am aware of, have all had their bottoms repainted and 

show the initials ‘CHC’.

• Head carving on Lou Britton decoys does vary.

• Other small sized Alexandria Bay decoys with 

Wheeler/Rogers/Britton characteristics are known to 

exist.  Identifying the makers will be subjective, unless 

the original ‘L.L.B.’ initials can be found. 

• Considering that Lou only made 25 broadbills and 

goldeneyes, the number of similar decoys by other 

carvers that remain is likely to be greater than the 

number of actual Lou Britton decoys that remain.



Roswell Pettibone [Ross] 

Russell
Fishers Landing, NY

(1902-1978)

- fishing guide

- tour boat Captain

- miniature half-flyers 



• My interest in research on Ross Russell arose 

from the same Lang Discovery  Auction held 

6/22/19 at Blanchard’s in Potsdam.

• Four miniature drake mallard half-flyers were 

auctioned (lot 728).  Two had mostly illegible 

writing on their backs, but the name ‘ROSS’ 

was visible, and the numbers 77.

• A few days later the same four miniature half-

flyers appeared on ebay, with much better 

photos available.



Photos from eBay: listed for 6/30/19, and then relisted 

once more ending 7/19/19, but  no sale was documented.

reverse side of the two with writing shown in next side 



Two of the four half-flyers had the name “ROSS’ barely legible on 

their backs, plus other illegible writing. The numbers 77 were also 

legible; likely the date they were carved.

close-up of the top half-flyer is shown next



Close-up of writing on the back of one of 4 drake mallards; ‘ROSS’ 

and ‘77’ evident. 



• I thought I remembered seeing similar 

miniature half-flyers, and began searching my 

notes, computer files, and auction records.

• Eventually I found photos and notes 

concerning two miniature half-flyers brought 

to the spring 2017 TIDCA meeting; another 

drake mallard and a hen goldeneye.

• Both were apparently by the same hand as the 

previous four drake mallards, except they had 

feet added and painted pins for eyes.



Miniature drake mallard 

half-flyer brought to the 

2017 spring TIDCA 

meeting.

• orange painted foot

• red painted pin eye



• Back of the miniature drake mallard half-flyer brought to 

the 2017 spring TIDCA meeting.

• Barely legible writing on the back of the carving, which 

says ‘ROSS RUSSELL’. 



Miniature hen goldeneye 

half-flyer brought to the 

2017 spring TIDCA 

meeting.

Carving and painting style 

clearly similar to the 

drake mallards.

• orange painted foot

• yellow painted pin eye



Hen goldeneye 

had a printed 

label on the back, 

as opposed to 

illegible or barely 

legible writing.



• Roswell P. [Ross] Russell, Jr. was born January 4, 1902 

in Alexandria Bay to Roswell P. Russell Sr. (1874-

1958), from Alexandria Bay, and Margaret Crawford 

Russell (1875-1936), formerly from Gananoque, ON.

 Ross Russell Sr. and Margaret had 10 children.

 Ross Russell Sr. was a fishing guide in Alexandria 

Bay for more than 50 years, and also a sailor on the 

Great Lakes.

 In August 1929 there were several newspaper articles 

about Ross Russell Sr., and his party of four anglers, 

who were stopped for having beer in their boat.

 One of many stories from the St. Lawrence relating 

to Prohibition (1920-1933).



• Ross Russell Jr. lived nearly all his life in the area, 

eventually settling in Fishers Landing.

• Married Dorothy Heuser (1908-1993) from Utica on 

Jan. 19, 1944.  Together they had one daughter, Jean.

• He was a tour boat captain for 50 years, operating his 

own boat, and working with various companies. He was 

last employed with Uncle Sam Tours.

• He was also a fishing guide for many years.

• Ross was a hunter; both deer and waterfowl.

• Dwayne Chalk recalled learning to hunt ducks on the 

River with Ross. Stated they hunting with decoys, 

shooting mostly blacks and goldeneyes. Dwayne didn’t 

know whether Ross ever made hunting decoys.



• According to his daughter, Ross Russell Jr. began 

making miniature half-flyers in the 1970s.  She doesn’t 

know whether he ever made hunting decoys

• She estimated he must have made at least 100 half-

flyers, and stated that some were sold on the tour boats.

• Some of the half-flyers were made from balsa wood, 

salvaged from old life preservers.

• The drake mallard and hen goldeneye brought to the 

March 2017 TIDCA show were bought by Ellsworth 

Ayles, a fellow Uncle Sam tour boat captain.

• Eight half-flyers by Ross Russell Jr. are currently 

known, 7 of which are drake mallards.

• Ross died February 28, 1978 at EJ Noble Hospital in 

Alexandria Bay, age 75.



Roswell Pettibone [Ross]

Russell, Jr.

Fishers Landing, NY
(1902-1978)



Ross Russell Jr. (standing left), 

next to his tour boat, JEAN



photo processed Sep 58

Ross captained this boat for Pilgrim 

Boat Lines, and then for Uncle Sam 

Boat Tours, where it was renamed the 

Uncle Sam VIII,



• Slight differences in the 

wing form and painting 

are evident.

• Both are just under 9 

inches from bill to tail.

Two more half-flyers 

by Ross Russell

• orange painted feet

• red painted pin eyes

• neither is signed on 

their backs

additional views in 

the next slide



Note the differences in foot 

size, the amount of wing 

curvature, and the length of 

the painted bills.

back side of the 

half-flyer on the left 

shown in next slide



• Backs are all left unpainted, but paint from the front smeared onto 

the backs of the carvings.

• Similar home made hangers on the backs of all known examples.

• Bodies all made from one piece of wood; feet, if present. and wings 

are additional separate pieces.



• Wings set into a shelf 

cut into the body.

• Joints between the 

wing and body pieces 

are usually hard to see.

• Joint between the wing 

and body in this 

carving is a faint line 

angling down between 

the two yellow arrows. 



Would be nice to have additional examples of 

half-flyers by Ross Russell Jr. :

• What other species and genders did he make other 

than drake mallard and hen goldeneye

• How consistent might they be compared to the 

known examples.

Ross Russell further expands the list of St. 

Lawrence River carvers who made decorative half 

flyers.



Hiram Beadle Wiswell
Clayton, NY
(1905-1962)

- boat builder

- fishing guide

- decoy carver – patterns at the

Thousand Islands Museum



• First learned that Hiram Wiswell was a decoy 

carver 8 to 10 years ago. Family history was 

collected, and he was very briefly mentioned 

during the 2013 spring TIDCA presentation.

• Unfortunately, decoys with provenance linking 

them to Hiram Wiswell did not become 

available.

• My interest in Hiram was renewed in 2018 

when 11 decoy body and head patterns marked 

Wiswell or with the initials ‘H.W.’ were found 

at the Thousand Islands Museum.



• 10 of the 11 patterns had Wiswell written in black 

marker on one side. Likely these were latter additions, 

and sometimes they partially obscured some pencil 

notations that were possibly original to the patterns.

• Pencil markings on the patterns were often very faint, 

and difficult to photograph.

• The four body and seven head patterns are shown in 

the next four slides.  Pencil notations present on each 

are shown in quotation marks.

• No records could be found at the Museum concerning 

the patterns provenance.

• It seems unlikely these were the only patterns Wiswell 

ever made. 



12&13/16" long, 

5&7/8" wide

“WHISTLER”

“WHISTLER”
13&5/8" long, 3&7/16" high,

prominent schooner bow



“BROADBILL”

“BROADBILL”

10&15/16" long, 5&7/16" wide

11" long, by 3" high



“MALE WHISTLER”

“H.W.”
“H.W.”

“FEMALE WHISTLER”

“WHISTLER” “WHISTLER”



“BROADBILL”, plus the letters

“W” (on the cheek) “M” 
(neck base)



• Hiram Beadle Wiswell was born September 27, 1905.  

He was a life-long resident of Clayton.

• His parents were Bert [Burt] and Harriett Clark Wiswell.  

He had a brother Clark ((1889-1955), and a sister Lolita.

• A quote from Hiram’s obituary states, “At one time he 

and his father were associated in the boat building 

business and built many of the popular St. Lawrence 

River skiffs and other boat craft which were so well 

known in this area”. Their shop was on Theresa Street.

• Hiram was a well-known fishing guide, and also was 

employed “off and on” at Mercer’s Shipyard.



• Hiram married Francis Elizabeth Palmer, from Adams, 

on September 30, 1926.  In the marriage announcement 

he was listed as a boat builder.

• The couple lived in Clayton, and for years operated a 

tourist home on James St.  Together they had two 

daughters, Jean who married John Schafer, and Norma 

who married James Fulmer.

• Hiram was a veteran of the naval reserve during WWII 

from January 3, 1944 to November 27, 1945.

• Hiram Beadle Wiswell died May 19, 1962, age 56.

• Francis E. Wiswell died February 13, 2000, age 91.



Hiram and Francis Wiswell

Hiram in his Naval 

Reserve uniform



Hiram Wiswell at the Village Docks, Clayton, NY



• A few decoys have been passed down through the 

family, although the current members have no 

information clearly identifying them as the work of 

Hiram Wiswell.

• One of the “Wiswell family” decoys was examined prior 

to the 2020 TIDCA meeting. Photos are shown in the 

next  three slides.  They show a well made, repainted, 

hen broadbill by a previously unidentified St. Lawrence 

River maker.

• The hen broadbill does not exactly match any of the 

Wiswell patterns currently at the Museum, but there are 

similarities, and given the current circumstances, it has 

been tentatively attributed to Hiram Wiswell.



hen broadbill attributed to Hiram B. Wiswell

• repainted

• check in back through neck seat

• schooner bow, longer neck

• painted eye

• out-carved bill (bill base wider than 

the face area immediately behind it)



hen broadbill attributed to Hiram B. Wiswell

• head attached with a fastener from below

• no obvious plugs or marks from a holding device

• no carving, gouges, or marks under the bill



Hen broadbill 

attributed to 

Hiram B. Wiswell

• Out-carved bill; bill base wider than the area of the face immediately 

behind it (see yellow arrow).

• Carved notch at peak of the bill (see red arrow), also mandible lines 

and nostrils.

• comparatively 

thin, long neck



• A second “Wiswell family” decoy was brought to the 

2020 TIDCA meeting for me to examine.  The family had 

no idea who made it, but did notice that is was somewhat 

different from the hen broadbill in the previous three 

slides.

• Unfortunately, this second “Wiswell family” decoy was 

definitely not carved by Hiram Wiswell.  It was a Ken 

Harris balsa body hen mallard, early 1950s, in mostly 

original paint, but without a visible Harris stamp.

• One other decoy recently surfaced which is relevant to a 

review of decoys possibly by Hiram Wiswell.  It is shown 

in the next two slides. 



Similarities and differences compared to the Wiswell hen broadbill

• Similarities: comparatively thin longer neck, out-carved bill.

• Differences: carved eyebrows, no nostrils or mandible lines.

drake goldeneye,

maker uncertain



Initials ‘HW’ carved under the bill.

The initials ‘HW’ obviously could refer to Hiram Wiswell, but possibly 

to someone else.  Also, initials and names on decoys are usually present 

to indicate ownership, not necessarily who actually carved the decoy.



Obviously, more information is needed to 

properly identify decoys carved by Hiram 

Wiswell:

• More examples of decoys that can attributed 

to Hiram Wiswell to better understand the 

range in styles and carved features.

• More examples of decoys with the initials 

‘HW’; especially those with initials under the 

bill.



Norman C. [Norm] Jones
Watertown, NY

(1908-1998)

- pattern maker

- avid hiker – Adirondack 46er

- carved decoratives and some 

reproductions of older decoys 



• Decoys by Norm Jones have appeared in 

local auctions and shows, and in online 

sales.

• To the best of my knowledge, Norm Jones 

and his work have not been described in 

any of the decoy literature.

• Examples of his decoys from local auctions 

are shown in the next two slides.



July 2010 Blanchard 

Auction, lot #237

Sold on ebay Feb. 5, 

2017, and then Sept. 

2017 Blanchard 

Auction, lot #2067



July 2010 Blanchard 

Auction, lot #149

July 2010 Blanchard 

Auction, lot #163



• Norman C. (Norm) Jones was born April 22, 1908 in 

Watertown, NY.  Attended local schools.

• His parents were Frank and Charlotte Goodyear Jones, 

who were natives of Worcester, England.

• Worked as pattern maker for Bagley & Sewall Co., and 

New York Air Brake. Retired as foreman of the Air 

Brake wood pattern shop.

• Married Ruth E. Hayden June 5, 1931. Ruth died March 

1, 1941 due to complications from gall bladder surgery.

• Norm married Jeannette F. Frost of Adams on July 17, 

1948.  Norm and Jeannette were avid hikers, and both 

climbed all 46 designated Adirondack high peaks.



• Norm Jones died Jan. 30, 1998 in Watertown, age 89. 

He was survived by three children, who have moved 

from the area.

• Jeannette Jones died Feb. 9, 2007 in Watertown, age 91.

• Norm’s obituary noted, “ . . .he enjoyed carving 

decorative duck decoys.”

• Jeannette’s obituary noted, “ Mrs. Jones painted decoys, 

which were carved by her husband and displayed at 

several area shows.”

• A long-time area collector recalled that Jeannette did 

paint Norm’s carvings; and his carvings should 

therefore be considered collaborations.



Photo of Norm Jones from the Watertown 

Daily times 5/3/82 prior to the 2nd annual 

River Artists Art Fair at the Minna 

Anthony Nature Center, Wellesley Island.

He was listed as a first time exhibitor.



• A second Watertown Daily Times article published 

12/7/82 stated that Norm Jones donated a drake 

goldeneye to be auctioned during the tree-trimming party 

scheduled for December 11, 1982.



• Unfortunately, no photos or slides of Norm or Jeannette 

could be found among the Minna Anthony Nature 

Center files, and I was unable to contact any of his 

family for better quality photographs.

• All of the carvings I am aware of which have been 

attributed to Norm Jones are signed on the bottom with 

pen, or have a carved name.

• No dates are evident on any of the Norm Jones decoys 

that I am aware of, but it seems evident the 1982 

examples from the newspapers were not his first 

attempts.

• Collectors from Watertown recall that Norm carved 

some reproductions of vintage decoys, including some 

in the style of well-known River carvers.



• The next two slides show the bottoms of 

Norm Jones decoys, illustrating some of the 

signature and carved name styles.

• The six slides after that show additional 

examples of Norm Jones decoys. 



black duck

drake American 

merganser



hen long-tailed duck 

[old squaw] – N. JONES 

carved into the bottom

drake pintail

Note the absence of any 

plugs from a holding 

device in the bottoms of 

these four decoys.



Chauncey Wheeler style 

black duck



Paper label on the bottom 

states, “Replica of a Mason 

Decoy Co. Sickle-billed 

Curlew, 1890-1900.” 

Signature on bottom: 

Norm Jones

Watertown,

NY



stylistic drake

red-breasted merganser 

head and neck 

made from 2 

separate pieces



Signature, and again 

no evidence of holding 

device plugs.

bottom of red-breasted merganser



Decorative drake pintail sold on ebay February 18, 2020.

Detail of the paint shown in the next slide.





Additional information desired for Norm and 

Jeannette Jones:

• additional details about their life, in particular 

when  Norm began carving decoys and when 

Jeannette began painting them

• good quality photographs, especially photos of 

Norm carving and Jeannette painting

• additional examples of their work 



DoVille family
Sodus Bay area

(south shore Lake Ontario)

- ship Captains, boat builders

- businessmen, game protector

- fishing and hunting guides

Charles Theodore DoVille (1845-1926)

Claude T. DoVille (1869-1944)

Orrin Hurd DoVille (1884-1968)



• Interest in the DoVille family was sparked by a Sodus 

Bay area collector, Jim Abel, who had some decoys 

attributed to the family, and who recalled seeing a 

photo of a “flying” decoy by Charles DoVille many 

years ago (1970s).

• After some unsuccessful searching through early decoy 

auction catalogs, Jim recalled that the decoy might 

have been in Joel Barber’s book, Wild Fowl Decoys.

• Quickly found Plate 8 in Barber’s book which was 

taken from a watercolor by Barber of a redhead with 

flapping wings by Capt. Charlie Do Ville, Lake 

Ontario.  After some consideration Jim Abel decided 

this was likely the decoy he recalled.



Note that in the bottom right corner below 

Barber’s name is the word “Rochester”



• Joel Barber (1876-1952) wrote the first book on decoy 

collecting, Wild Fowl Decoys,  published in 1934.

• He worked as a architect mostly in New York City, but 

he was born in Brewerton, NY, just north of Syracuse, 

and attended college at Cornell University.

• Barber mentions in his book that he spent a year working 

in Rochester, NY. Likely when he obtained the decoy, 

but he never actually discusses the DoVille flapping 

wing redhead in his book.

• Various photos of Barber’s collection suggest that the 

DoVille redhead was one of his favorites.



Photo from Joel Barber’s book, Wild Fowl Decoys.  DoVille redhead 

just above the yellow arrow.



Barber’s collection was purchased for the Museum in 1952.

DoVille redhead just above the yellow arrow

Photo from the Shelburne Museum



Special exhibit of a portion of 

the Joel Barber collection held 

in the lower level of the 

Pizzagalli Center, Shelburne 

Museum, September 14, 2019 –

January 12, 2020.



small portion of the Joel Barber Exhibit



Included in the Joel Barber exhibit was a 

photograph taken in 1932 of a portion of a 

decoy display held at the Abercrombie & 

Fitch Store in New York City.

The DoVille flapping wing redhead is 

pictured at the front of the exhibit, just 

above the yellow arrow.



special exhibit held in 1932 at Abercrombie & Fitch



Description for the 

photograph used in the 

Joel Barber exhibit at 

the Pizzagalli Center.

Note that this is 

described as a joint 

display of old and new 

decoys.



One more photograph of the DoVille 

flapping wing redhead.



from Hunting & Fishing 

Collectibles Magazine, 

Nov-Dec 2019, page 8.



Enlarging the photo and focusing in on the DoVille redhead 

provides a few details. This is the “best” photograph that I 

was able to locate.  Appears to show carved nail at bill tip, 

bill distinctly separated from the face.



The DoVille redhead 

and 33 other choice 

decoys from Barber’s 

collection were lost in 

September 1944 when 

they were being 

shipped back to him 

following the end of a 

large display held at a 

New York City folk art 

gallery.

Documented in the 

Sept-Oct 1994 issue of 

Decoy Magazine.



Although the decoy was lost, Barber’s 

painting of it remains in the Shelburne 

Museum’s collection and was included in the 

Barber exhibit held at the Pizzagalli Center 

September 14, 2019 – January 12, 2020.

The original includes some writing at the 

bottom and the date 1922, which were 

cropped when the painting was photographed 

and used in Plate 8 of Wild Fowl Decoys.





Notes on the bottom state:

Lake Ontario Red-Head by Capt. Charlie Do-Ville 

Sodus Point, N.Y.  The red-head with the flapping 

wings was designed to attract the attention of 

distant birds being operated by a bridle-line from 

the blind.  It was made about the year 1880 and 

later presented to a visiting sportsman Mr. Charles 

H. Stewart of Newark N.Y..  Through the courtesy 

of Mr. Stewart the old red-head has become one of 

the most interesting examples of the author’s 

collection.



DoVille family:

• A very large family of French Canadian descent, 

coming from Sorel, Quebec.  Established in Sodus Bay 

by November 1836.

• Different spellings of their last name (DoVille, Do-

Ville, DeVille, De-Ville, Doviel; likely others).

• Henry DoVille Sr. (1804-1863)

- well-known boat builder [sailing vessels]

- married Mary Lucille Bussierre [sp?] (1818-1888)

- together they had 12 children; several died young

- 5 of the sons were ship captains (Henry Jr., Egbert, 

Joseph, Charles, David), and Eugene was a sailor 

who drowned on Lake Erie in 1914



Charles Theodore DoVille:

• born June 25, 1845 in Sodus Bay; died December 5, 

1926 (age 80)

• carved the flapping wing drake 

redhead c. 1880

• well-known ship captain

• he and his wife Sarah had seven 

children; 4 daughters and 3 sons 

(Claude, Raymond, Orrin Hurd)

• Sodus businessman: fishing and 

hunting guide, operated a boat 

livery (1870), boat/skiff builder, 

harvested ice, rented cottages.



• April 12, 1899, Acadian Weekly Gazette: “Ducks are still 

flying, and you are pretty sure to capture a few if you 

have Charles DoVille to guide you.”

• July 1906, The Record, Sodus: Charles DoVille to 

provide 30 oarsmen for a fishing club that was scheduled 

to arrive by special car [train car?].

• March 20, 1909, Union-Gazette: W.H. Field and Charles 

DoVille finished their ice harvesting season – cut and 

sold over 20,000 tons.

• January 17, 1918 Newark Courier: DoVille and Field 

made progress with ice harvesting, often loading 14 train 

cars in a day and employing 45-50 men.



Claude T. DoVille (1869-1944):
• sailor, fishing guide

• Claude was a NY game protector from 1902 –

February 1936; retiring with 33 years, 9 months of 

service.

• After retiring as game protector, he helped run the 

family boat livery with his brother Orrin Hurd.

• Reported several thousand ducks trapped in Sodus 

Bay during the severe winter of 1912/1913.  Given 

permission to buy wheat to feed them during 

February and March, 1913.  Wheat scattered near the 

edges of open water resulting from ice harvesting.

• No decoys can be clearly attributed to him.



Orrin Hurd DoVille (1884-1968):

• Usually known as Hurd DoVille; he was a noted local 

sportsman, trap shooter.

• Operated the family boat livery for many years, 

eventually selling it in April 1953.

• December 4, 1930, Newark Courier: Hurd and Dr. 

James Allen of Geneva, are on a hunting trip at Water 

Lily, North Carolina.

• November 26, 1931, Newark Courier: “Hurd DoVille 

expects to leave Saturday on a hunting trip to the 

Carolinas. Twenty years ago Hurd and Gordon DoVille 

claimed a record for ducks, having killed 135 birds at 

Knob Island.”

• No decoys can clearly be attributed to him.



broadbill attributed to the DoVille family

• heavily used, repainted 

• neck and bill cracks

• flat bottom

• very low neck seat



C.T. DoVille branded on the bottom.

• oars at the DoVille boat livery were similarly branded 

• Charles’ son Claude also had the initials ‘CT’

Keep in mind, names or initials on decoy bottoms 

are usually present to establish ownership.



• bill with carved nail

• outcarved bill

• carved & painted eye

• carved nostrils

• no mandible line



• heavily used, repainted 

• very low neck seat

• sloping sides with rounded bottom 

edges

redhead attributed to the DoVille family (Claude ??)



• sloping sides and rounded bottom edges

• initials ‘CD’ stamped in rear ballast weight;

• might refer to Claude DoVille, or maybe not 



• outcarved bill

• bill with carved nostrils 

and nail, but no mandible

• glass eye



Front views show similarities in the 

head carving of the two decoys:

wide flat crowns, concave sides, out-

carved bills, carved nail and nostrils.

“DoVille family” decoys



Solid iron sink-box decoy, about 14 inches from bill tip to 

tail and weighing about 12 pounds:

• found in a Sodus Point home that was 

likely owned by one of the DoVille’s

• tentatively dated back to 1915-1920 

in the same rusted condition 



Jim Abel thought the head of the 

sink-box decoy reminded him of 

the DoVille family decoys.



Additional Information Needs:

• Additional decoys from Sodus Point that can be 

connected to the DoVille family.

• More research on the DoVille family in the 

Sodus Bay area; with emphasis on other family 

members that were guides and waterfowl 

hunters.

• More research on waterfowl hunting in the 

Sodus Bay area, including any records that 

confirm the use of sink-boxes.



Upcoming Events

and Shows



• March 14-15: Ohio Decoy Collectors & Carvers

Association , Strongsville, OH

• March 20-21:  Great Lakes Decoy Association

Collectors Event, Westlake, OH

• April 4:  New Jersey Decoy Collectors Show,

Galloway, NJ

• April 5:  Frank & Frank Auction, Neptune, NJ

• April 17-18:  East Coast Decoy Collectors,

St. Michaels, MD



• May 2-3:  Havre de Grace Decoy & Wildlife

Art Festival, Havre de Grace, MD

• May 5-9:  Midwest Decoy Collectors Show, 

Lombard, IL

• May 7-8:  Spring Auction by Guyette and 

Deeter, Lombard, IL

• July 17-18:  Annual Decoy/Wildlife Art &

Sporting Collectibles Show, Clayton, NY,

52nd Show



• TIDCA Decoy Display:  decoys and

decorative carvings of Edward J. Sweet

• TIDCA Contests (Friday, 7/17):

- Ken Harris diving duck decoy: pre 1970

- decoy by Gananoque, ON, area maker

- vintage broadbill decoy: pre 1970

(assistance with the contest would be appreciated)

• Auction (Friday, 7/17, 1:00 PM):

2020 Clayton Decoy/Wildlife Art & 

Sporting Collectibles Show, July 17-18



2021 Spring TIDCA Meeting

Saturday, March 6

Topics, Format, Volunteers (??)

Need help collecting information 

for the presentations.




